
THE ECOLOGICAL CONVERSION GROUP 
at the 

1. Warm Clothes - It gets cold at night. It is also Eng-
land... best be prepared.

2. Wellies - its a festival!

3. Money - There will be Youth 2000 Merchandise 
to buy! All funds go straight back into running the 
festival. Merchandise includes (and not limited by) 
albums and clothing (useful should you forget your 
hoodie). 
Some cash is also useful for buying snacks and cof-
fee should you come over all peckish.

4. Towel and toiletries - Luckily there are pacilities 
available. Consider taking shorter to save water and 
queues.

5. Sleeping Bag - Again, see if anyone can lend you 
one if you don’t have one. 

6. Tent - Also remember tent pegs or your little 
home for the festival may suddenly find itself miles 
off course, upside down, in a cow field. If you don’t 
have a tent already, why not ask to borrow one off a 
friend instead of buying one.

7. Bible - We will be exploring scripture at the festival so 
it is great to always have a bible to hand.

8. notebook - Jot down pearls of wisdom and journal your 
spiritual journey during the festival. Doodling can be a 
form of prayer too.

9. Torch - not illuminating in the same sense but definite-
ly useful for avoiding guy ropes in the night.

10. Rosary - The rosary has always been a huge part of 
the festival. If you do not have one there will be some 
available for free.

11. Knife and fork/spork - why use disposable plastic cut-
lery when you have a spork? 

12. Cup - If you bring one you are less likely to use a dispos-
able one. you will also get discounted coffee if you bring 
your own :) Camping cups will be available to buy on site.

13. Water bottle - Cut down on plastic waste by bringing 
your own refillable bottle, or save a used plastic water 
bottle for reuse. 

14. Plate - A lightweight camping plate, reduces the need 
for paper plates and also doubles as a frisbee.

15. Tea towel or waxed cotton wrapping - These are incredi-
bly handy for wrapping food and cut down on packaging 
and serviettes. Try this next time you buy a croissant or a 
pasty. Don’t Bag it, wrap it.

16. Cotton handkerchief - Re-useable handkerchiefs cuts 
down on paper waste and plastic wrappings.

Due to our highly interconnected world all our actions 
have effects far beyond our local community. We are 
connected to Neighbour, Nature and Common Home in 
an integral ecology. We therefore cannot truly love our 
neighbour without caring for nature.

What we see as a convenience in disposables or cheap 
commodities is not necessarily convenient for our neigh-
bours and nature. By eliminating disposables and care-
less consumption we can prevent forests and natural 
habitats being destroyed, protecting our best weapon 
against climate change and eliminate harmful waste 
such as plastic islands. 

Youth 2000 and the Ecological Conversion Group have teamed up to provide a checklist of things you 
should bring to the festival. Some things will be obvious, some less so. For instance our “Ecological toolkit” 
contains things we would like you to bring in order for you to help us minimise the amount of waste at the 
festival, but also to highlight things you should always carry around with you everyday anyway as a way of 
being prepared to put faith into action in caring for our common home.

The Ecological Conversion Group is a small group of Catholic volunteers responding to Pope Francis’s en-
cyclical “Laudato Si” in which he calls for us to become Ecologically Converted.  The Ecological Conversion 
is whereby...
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It also helps to consider these things to eliminate indif-
ference and laziness in our selves and instead think of 
others. Why not makes friends by sharing lifts with other 
festival goers? Washing up can also be a great commu-
nity building action (especially when camping). Author 
and superstar vet James Herriot (All creatures great and 
small) finally plucked up the courage to ask his wife out 
while washing up (as in before they were married and not 
a desperate plea to leave the house).
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Come and meet the E.C.G at the festival. We will be running workshops on the Ecological Conversion and 
offering practical advice to sustainable living. Please come and say hello if you see any of these people.

Edd Ellie JP

The effects of our encounter with Jesus Christ become evident in 
our relationship with the world around us.
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